Build your connected workplace – we’re here to help.

1. **Deploy productivity to your employees’ front doors.**
   - Deploy laptops and desktops directly from our factories to your front doors
   - Secure valuable data with built-in protection
   - Manage and support devices with minimal IT intervention

2. **Improve performance and security for demanding apps with virtualization.**
   - Leverage per-storage, pooled computing and storage resources to control costs
   - Control sensitive information inside the corporate firewall and keep it secure at all your endpoints
   - Provide workload-level performance in a reliable environment

3. **Secure your most valuable asset – data.**
   - Upgrade existing laptops to harden security
   - Analyze script behavior to detect and stop threats
   - Consider data protection solutions that ensure safe and reliable remote backup

4. **Eliminate bottlenecks to meet new capacity demands.**
   - Provide workstation-level performance in a reliable environment
   - Control sensitive information inside the corporate firewall and keep it secure at all your endpoints
   - Leverage your storage, network and computing resources to control costs

5. **Scale your data center with a smaller onsite IT crew.**
   - Create a flexible management experience across all your clouds with familiar tools
   - Rapidly deploy on-premises, automated infrastructure
   - Deliver hybrid cloud resources as-a-service with a flexible, Dell Technologies on-demand consumption-based model
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